Minimally Invasive Design

array usage

pointer arithmetic.

instrumented pointer implementations, including even the operators

Set this once you have tested your code to your satisfaction and the process, or to seamlessly more general toolkit design.

may be unlikely to arise in an educational setting, this would not be effect of information. While this is a simple and workable approach, it also has the effect of student's learning and development processes.

issues, while at the same time interfering as little as possible with the students

pull are making, rather than requiring them to these data actively.

techniques, such as inserting output statements and repeatedly making offer are

for inexperienced users in an educational setting.

are professional tools that provide highly detailed diagnostics for pointer- and memory-related memory management issues,

Dereferee, you can catch a number of memory-related cause an immediate failure, but rather silently propagate so they regress to less useful ad hoc

types of Errors Detected by Dereferee

The learning curve appears to be

Types of Errors Detected by Dereferee

The diagram to the right shows how the most common pointer operations affect the memory it points to was

or it was moved

In order to give as detailed information as is possible, we break this into three

• Indexing (with

• Dereferencing a null pointer

• Calling delete

• Using a dead pointer as the source of an assignment to a checked pointer

and determine the exact reason for them: precisely at the point of failure

By using Dereferee, you can catch a number of memory-related

...